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Prior to joining Legal Authority, Jason worked in the career services office of Washington University 
Law School, where he also received his law degree. After leaving Washington University Law School, 
Jason moved to Los Angeles with his wife, who is also an attorney. While Jason’s wife took a job with 
a consulting firm, he chose to join the Los Angeles office of a major International Legal Recruiting 
firm because, according to Jason, he never had an interest in being an attorney.

Jason comes closer to exemplifying the traits of a ‘’renaissance man’’ than most individuals you 
will ever meet. His abilities are certainly extensive, ranging from his demonstrated abilities at 
recruitment, to stylish website development, to his writing abilities, to his customer service skills, 
and to his abilities to counsel candidates. It is Jason’s strength in multi-tasking, from his skill in 
dealing with Legal Authority management to his strong dedication to his work, that make Jason our 
Employee of the month.

Jason generally gets into work by 7:00 a.m. each morning and works well into the evening six days a 
week. In addition to speaking with several attorneys seeking jobs each day, Jason has also taken an 
active role in working with Legal Authority’s production and resume and cover letter departments. In 
terms of his attitude, Jason is a positive inspiration to many of the other Employment Advocates at 
Legal Authority because he so firmly believes in the value of Legal Authority’s service and its ability 
to find meaningful employment for attorneys and legal students.

According to one of Jason’s coworkers, ‘’Jason is the one person who is in my office everyday 
speaking about ways to improve the quality of the database. In addition, Jason is in frequent 
communication with our 20+ researchers about the efficiencies of their work and ways to improve 
it. The same can be said for his abilities to rework resumes and assist the production department 
in their orders. Jason’s level of involvement in all aspects of the Legal Authority process is 
outstanding.’’

Another thing that makes Jason’s work at Legal Authority so notable is that he has taken an 
independent and personal interest in all aspects of the Legal Authority process. Jason has a true 
interest in assisting the attorneys who contact Legal Authority. It is these attributes that make Jason 
Legal Authority’s employee of the month.
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